Urinary Tract Infection in Children – Onset of a New Era?
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1. Introduction

The prevalence of urinary tract infection (UTI) in febrile infants, young children and older children with urinary symptoms and/or fever is 7 to 8 percent and varies by age, race, sex, and circumcision status (1, 2, 3). White children have a two- to four-fold higher prevalence of UTI than black children. The same proportion can be found among girls and circumcised boys.

2. Microbiology

Eighty-five percent of UTI in children is caused by Escherichia coli (E. coli). Other gram-negative bacteria include Klebsiella, Proteus, Pseudomonas, Enterobacter, and Citrobacter. Gram-positive bacteria include Staphylococcus saprophyticus, Enterococcus, and, rarely, Staphylococcus aureus. Non-E. coli UTI is more often associated with urinary tract anomalies, younger age, and previous antibiotic treatment (4). Viruses and fungi are uncommon causes of UTI in children (5, 6).

3. Pathogenesis

Most UTIs beyond the newborn period are the result of ascending infection, while only a minority of them result from bacteremia (7, 8). Bacterial–host interactions are major factors in UTI taking place, and occur when bacterial factors prevail over the hosts. Bacterial factors that interact with the host and can cause UTI include the ability to colonize the periurethral area, the ability to ascend into the bladder and kidneys, and the ability to generate inflammatory response. Colonization of the periurethral area by uropathogenic enteric pathogens is the first step in the development of UTI. The bacteria ascend into the bladder and kidneys by a variety of virulence factors. The best-studied virulence factors in E. coli are pili, hair-like appendages on the cell surface. Bacteria possessing pili can adhere effectively to the uroepithelium and ascend into the kidneys, even in children without vesicoureteric reflux (VUR). In the kidneys, the bacterial inoculum generates an intense inflammatory response, which may ultimately lead to renal scarring (9, 10).

Young age (males younger than one year and females younger than four years), phymosis, female sex, white race, genetic factors, urinary tract obstruction, dysfunctional voiding,
VUR, sexual activity, and duration of bladder catheterization are some host factors influencing the predisposition to UTI in children (1-3, 11-18).

4. Clinical presentation

Children with UTI can present with various symptoms and signs, depending largely on the site of infection (lower or upper urinary tract) and the age of the child. Infants and young children can present with very nonspecific symptoms ranging from life-threatening urosepsis to asymptomatic bacteriuria, whereas the clinical presentation of UTI in older children can be very similar to that of adults. Fever, poor feeding, irritability, failure to thrive, conjugated hyperbilirubinemia, gastrointestinal symptoms, convulsions, hypotension, pallor and cyanosis are some nonspecific symptoms of UTI in infants. The symptoms of UTI in older children may include fever, urinary symptoms (dysuria, urgency, frequency, incontinence, macroscopic hematuria), and abdominal pain (19-21). The constellation of fever, chills, and flank pain is suggestive of pyelonephritis in older children (22).

4.1 Clinical and laboratory evaluation

The evaluation of a child with suspected UTI should include a history of the acute illness and relevant information from his/her past medical history about chronic urinary symptoms, chronic constipation, previous UTI, VUR, previous undiagnosed febrile illnesses, family history of frequent UTIs, VURs and other genitourinary abnormalities, antenatally diagnosed renal abnormality, elevated blood pressure, poor growth and, in sexually active girls, whether barrier contraception with spermicidal agents is used (23).

Following the detailed history evaluation, a child should have a physical examination concentrating on his/her general well-being, including failure to thrive, body temperature, blood pressure, abdominal examination for tenderness and mass, assessment of suprapubic and costovertebral tenderness, examination of external genitalia for anatomic abnormalities, evaluation of the lower back for signs of occult myelodysplasia, and evaluation for other sources of fever.

The laboratory evaluation of a child with suspected UTI should obligatorily include the collection of a urine sample for dip-stick and microscopic analysis and urine culture, the last being necessary to make the diagnosis of UTI.

Obtaining a proper urine sample is of prime importance for the proper diagnosis of UTI in children. In general, there are invasive and noninvasive ways of obtaining urine samples in children. Suprapubic aspiration of the bladder and bladder catheterization are invasive procedures. Although the first is not without danger for the patient, it is the most accurate way of obtaining a urine sample. The second method is used only when a catheter is inserted into the bladder for other reasons, such as performing a cystography. We believe that both invasive procedures are not suitable for use in outpatient clinics, and should be strictly reserved for use in hospitals whenever needed. In toilet-trained children, the most widely used and preferred method of collecting urine is the noninvasive clean-catch. In infants and young children who are not toilet-trained, urine can be obtained in a urine bag. However, up to 85 percent of positive cultures from bag specimens give false-positive results, and therefore the results of urine cultures from bag specimens are useful only if they are negative (24). A better alternative to the urine bag is the urine collector designed by Kenda in 1993, which is actually a plastic, sterile, disposable urine collector that highly
resembles the urine bag, except for the plastic tube in which the final portion of urine is caught (25-27). The collector is attached via a self-adhesive strip in the same way as the urine bag. During micturition, urine flows through a funnel extending into a tube, which is encircled by a test tube, and flows further into a second chamber (urine bag). Urine is finally collected in the bag, except for the very last portion, which is caught in the test tube, free of contaminants from the urethra. The test tube is separated from the collector, sealed with a lid and sent to the laboratory (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. The paediatric midstream urine collector.

When a proper urine sample is obtained, it can be tested for significant bacteriuria with the following more or less reliable tests:

- **Dipstick analysis** – Dipstick tests are convenient, inexpensive, require little training for proper usage, and may be the only test available in some settings. However, they do not have a sufficiently high specificity and sensitivity for detecting UTI to replace the urine culture (28). The most suggestive for UTI on dipstick analysis is the presence of leukocyte esterase and nitrite. The presence of leukocyte esterase is suggestive of UTI, but does not always signal a true UTI. A child with a positive nitrite test is likely to have UTI, since the nitrite test is highly specific and has a low false-positive rate. However, false-negative results are common, because urine needs to remain in the bladder for at least four hours to accumulate a detectable amount of nitrite. Thus, the negative nitrite test does not exclude UTI.
- **Microscopic exam** – A microscopic examination requires more equipment and training than dipstick tests. In standard microscopy, a centrifuged sample of unstained urine is examined for white blood cells (WBC) and bacteria. When performed in this way, pyuria is defined as ≥5 WBC/high power field (hpf) and bacteriuria as the presence of any bacteria per hpf. The sensitivity of the standard microscopic examination conducted using a centrifuged urine specimen is at best 81 percent.

- **Urine culture** – Quantitative urine culture is the gold standard for diagnosing UTI, and should be performed in any child with suspected UTI before antibiotic treatment is started.

There are other laboratory tests that can help to diagnose UTI in children, but are not particularly helpful. These include:

- **Markers of inflammation** – Elevated peripheral white blood cell (WBC), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP), and procalcitonin (PCT) are indicators of an acute inflammatory process. These markers are associated with upper urinary tract infection. Even though they do not always reliably differentiate between children with cystitis and children with pyelonephritis, we believe that a febrile child with elevated markers of inflammation and culture proven UTI does not need a dimercaptosuccinic acid renal scan (DMSA) to prove acute pyelonephritis.

- **Serum creatinine** – Measurement of serum creatinine is not routinely necessary in children with suspected UTI. However, it should be measured in children with a history of multiple UTI and suspected renal involvement.

- **Blood culture** – Bacteremia occurs in 4 to 9 percent of infants with UTI (29, 30). Fever in bacteremic infants with UTI persists, on average, one day longer than in non-bacteremic infants with UTI (31). However, a positive blood culture does not alter management, except for the length of treatment, in the vast majority of children because the organisms isolated from the blood and urine are usually identical. Blood culture should be routinely performed in the neonatal period, and thereafter it should be taken on the basis of clinical judgment.

- **Lumbar puncture** – Infants under 1 month of age with fever and a positive urinalysis should have a lumbar puncture performed; approximately 1 percent of infants with UTI also have bacterial meningitis (32).

### 5. Diagnosis

In a child with suspected UTI, a urine sample should be taken. The methods of obtaining a proper urinary sample are described in the previous section (Clinical and laboratory evaluation). The urine sample should be cultured, since a urinary culture of properly collected urine sample is the standard test for UTI diagnosis. A positive urinary culture or significant bacteriuria is defined as 100,000 or more colony-forming units (CFU)/ml of urine taken with a clean-catch, urine bag, or urine collector. The number may be lower in small children, who empty the bladder more frequently, and any bacterial growth in urine taken by suprapubic aspiration of the bladder signifies a significant bacteriuria. When culturing urine samples, one may encounter logistic problems. Not all doctors have the possibility of sending a urine sample to the microbiology laboratory at any time of the day. Urine samples can be stored at 4 degrees Celsius up to 24 hours and sent to the laboratory once daily, while on the other hand many logistic problems can be solved with the use of semi-quantitative dip-slide urine cultures. These are cheap accessories of different manufacturers, composed
of a sterile pot containing a bar covered with an agar for bacterial growth. All bacteria can grow on one side of the agar (agar CLED), while the other side is designed for the growth of gram negative bacteria (agar MacConkey). In addition to agar CLED and MacConkey, there is a special agar for Echerichia coli in a semi-quantitative dip-slide urine culture named Uricult-trio (Figure 2). Due to their many advantages, semi-quantitative urine cultures are very useful in private medical examinations, as well as in welfare centers and hospitals. Compared to quantitative urine cultures, they are several folds cheaper, do not require transport to the microbiology laboratory, are easy to handle, and the results can easily be interpreted and read in 18 to 24 hours. If these are positive, the bar can be sent to a microbiology laboratory for exact isolation and identification of bacteria with an antibiogram.

Fig. 2. Uricult-trio.

6. Differential diagnosis

A differential diagnosis in a child with suspected UTI includes all diseases that present with fever, failure to thrive, abdominal pain, or urinary symptoms (urgency, frequency, dysuria). The older the child, the easier it is to differentiate between upper and lower UTI.

7. Treatment

Prompt recognition and treatment of UTI are important factors in the prevention of renal scarring. The site of UTI (upper or lower), general welfare of a child and his/her age are major factors that dictate management. There is, however, no doubt that in young children who are at increased risk for UTI on the basis of demographic and clinical factors, as well as in children with underlying urologic abnormalities, treatment should be started immediately after urine was taken for culture and before the results are obtained. Treatment can be postponed only in cases when the child is well, has little or no symptoms of UTI, and the urine results (dipsticks analysis, microscopic examination) are uncertain. In such cases,
the results of urine culture are awaited before treating the child, and the urine culture is repeated. Children with asymptomatic bacteriuria should be treated as long urinary tract anomalies are not excluded with an appropriate history, clinical evaluation and urinary tract imaging; thereafter they are treated only if they are symptomatic.

Antibiotics are given as a specific treatment to eliminate infection and prevent urosepsis, while supportive treatment with fluids and antipyretics is also of great importance in relieving acute symptoms. Immediately after urine is taken for culture, the type of antibiotic and the mode of its administration are chosen on the grounds of empirical assumptions about causative bacteria, a knowledge of its resistance, a knowledge of preceding treatment and, above all, on the basis of the child’s clinical condition and his/her laboratory results. When the results of urine culture are available, antibiotic treatment is adapted accordingly.

In general, most UTIs in children can be treated successfully in 7 to 14 days (33). Shorter treatment is appropriate only in children older than 5 years with proven lower UTI, provided they do not have any urinary tract anomalies.

The decision to hospitalize a child with UTI depends largely on the child’s age, the site of UTI (upper or lower), and the child’s general well-being. Infants should always be treated in hospital, since many of them are bacteremic and septic (7, 8). The same is true of all other children with acute pyelonephritis if they are very ill and show clinical signs of urosepsis, immunocompromised patients, patients who vomit or are unable to tolerate oral medication, and patients who fail to respond to outpatient therapy or if there is a lack of adequate outpatient follow-up (34, 35). When these children get better, the antibiotic treatment can be continued and finished orally at home.

Empiric antibiotic therapy for UTI in children should include an antibiotic that provides adequate coverage for E. coli. The agent of choice should, however, be guided by local resistance patterns. Second- and third-generation cephalosporins (eg, cefprozil, cefpodoxime, cefixime, cefotaxime, ceftriaxone) and aminoglycosides (eg, gentamicin, amikacin) are appropriate first-line agents for the empiric treatment of UTI in children. However, these drugs are not effective in treating Enterococcus and should not be used for patients in whom enterococcal UTI is suspected (eg, those with a urinary catheter in place, instrumentation of the urinary tract, or an anatomical abnormality). In such patients, amoxicillin or ampicillin should be added.

There is no firm consensus on the usage of the antibiotic prophylaxis and its duration. The available proof does not justify its broad usage. Moreover, a growing number of reports advise against it, and recommend its usage only in selected groups of patients in whom there is no proof of its inefficacy. In such cases, it seems wise to use it until the condition for which it was taken subsides. Taking into account the above mentioned, prophylaxis is still prescribed to the following groups of children (36):

- children after their first UTI until urinary tract imaging is performed,
- children who are at risk for renal scarring and/or urosepsis (these include children with VUR, especially if it is high-grade, children who are very young or already have scars; other risk factors are also recidivated UTI or obstructive uropathy),
- children with infected kidney stones,
- children without urinary tract anomalies, but with very disturbing, recidivated lower UTI.

The antibiotics used in small doses once daily (in the evening) for long-term prophylaxis are: trimetoprim-sulfomethoxason, nitrofurantoin and, rarely, cefaclor or amoxicillin with clavulanic acid (in infants) (37).
8. Management of children after urinary tract infection

Children with UTI should be investigated after their first UTI for possible urinary tract anomalies. The extent of investigations depends largely upon the age of the child, micturation habits and history of possible voiding dysfunction.

In recent decades, a significant change in the management of children after UTI has occurred. It was long believed that vesicoureteric reflux (VUR) of infected urine or even sterile VUR of high grade per se can lead to renal scarring and progressive chronic kidney disease (38-40). Lately, however, such a role of VUR has been questioned by many authors (41-50). It is no wonder that the diagnostic algorithm for children after UTI has changed, and it is hard to expect that a unified approach can be unanimously agreed upon. Those who believe that VUR as such is an important risk factor for renal scarring still favor its detection in all children after proven UTI (51). On the other hand, there is a growing number of pediatric nephrologists who prefer screening for scars (mostly using a 99mTc-dimercaptosuccinic acid renal scan (DMSA)), and recommend cystography (preferably X-ray voiding cystourethrography (VCUG)) only in those cases where renal scarring has been confirmed (41-50). Regardless which approach one finds closer to one’s opinion, there should nevertheless be general agreement that the ongoing search for patient-friendly investigations should be an imperative in taking care of the children in question. In addition, when in doubt whether a child benefits from our knowledge of an existing problem, the decision to perform the procedure in question seems more justified when it is simple, painless, radiation-free and noninvasive.

There is really no data to support the assertion that all children after UTI require investigation; however, there is also no convincing data to support the assertion that they do not. Until this dilemma is solved, we believe that all children after UTI still deserve investigation where, in a growing number of cases, ultrasonography (US) and investigations using US techniques appear to be sufficient.

9. Management of children after urinary tract infection with emphasis on detection of vesicoureteric reflux

The chronological development of techniques for VUR detection is schematically presented in Figure 3.

Twenty years ago, X-ray voiding cystourethrography (VCUG) was the only method for VUR detection and until not long ago it was considered a gold standard method. In order to diminish the radiation burden on patients, radionuclide voiding cystography (RVC) was introduced some 15 years ago. Unfortunately, in spite of its lower radiation burden and confirmed better sensitivity, it has not replaced VCUG in all justified cases. It was only with the development of new echo contrast agents that echo-enhanced voiding urosonography (VUS) was offered as an alternative. So far, numerous studies have confirmed that its sensitivity and specificity are high enough to allow it to be introduced as a routine method (52-56). It should be noted that this was the first method with no radiation at all, while the fact that catheterization is still necessary, as in VCUG and RVC, posed a drawback to those who strongly opposed catheterization as such. It was therefore not surprising that various investigators were vigorously searching for a noninvasive (catheter-free) method that would still provide all the necessary information regarding VUR. Till now, a number of such methods for VUR detection have been described, i.e. noninvasive radionuclide voiding cystography, noninvasive voiding urosonography, measurement of midline to orifice
distance, Color Flow Doppler ultrasonography, and Ureteric jet Doppler Waveform (UJDW) measurement.

Detection of VUR as such


Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of the chronological development of techniques for vesicoureteric reflux detection.

Noninvasive radionuclide voiding cystography. This method is based on the use of dynamic renography, and is performed following a dynamic renogram when the child voids spontaneously; a contrast appearing in the kidney suggests VUR (57). Although this is a catheter-free method for VUR detection, it still poses a certain radiation burden to the patient, has relatively low sensitivity, requires venepuncture with intravenous application of a contrast medium, and is more or less a »side-product« of dynamic renography, which does not appear to be the first line investigation when looking for VUR. All other noninvasive methods for VUR detection are based on the use of US and are therefore radiation-free.

Noninvasive voiding urosonography. An increase in the antero-posterior diameter of the collecting system during and/or after voiding is suggested to be an indirect sign of VUR in noninvasive voiding urosonography. This method was shown to be sensitive enough only
in detecting high grade VUR. It could probably be used for detecting VUR in toilet-trained children, but at this point there is not sufficient data to recommend it as a routine method for this purpose (58-61).

Measurement of midline to orifice distance. It was suggested that this method be used as an indirect predictor of VUR due to the well-known fact that ureters with more laterally placed ureteric orifices are more likely to be affected by VUR than ureters with orifices that are placed more medially. In spite of being the simplest and the quickest method for VUR detection, data are unfortunately lacking to define a reliable cut-off point suggesting VUR (62, 63).

Color Flow Doppler ultrasonography. This method detects any reversal flow from the bladder into the distal ureter as a change in color on the monitor. It was shown to have a relatively high overall sensitivity, while the fact that it must be performed during voiding renders the procedure applicable only in toilet-trained children (63-67).

Ureteric jet Doppler Waveform measurement. In this method, the shape of UJDW is used to predict VUR. At this point, it seems to be the most promising of the above-mentioned methods, especially as a screening method in a two-stage protocol in detecting VUR. If one were to proceed from UJDW measurement to VUS only in those cases where UJDW measurement was indicative for VUR, a considerable number of children over 3 years of age would be spared from one of the invasive micturating cystographies (68-71).

The replacement of VCUG with RVC and finally with VUS presents a significant improvement in diminishing the radiation burden on patients, while the catheter-free procedures presenting a “final solution” remain to be validated. From here on, more studies are needed to define the exact role of each of the latest noninvasive (catheter-free) methods for VUR detection.

10. Management of children after urinary tract infection with emphasis on the detection of vesicoureteric reflux through its consequences (renal scarring)

The chronological development of techniques for VUR detection through its consequences (renal scarring) is schematically presented in Figure 4.

In the eighties, intravenous urography was considered the gold standard for renal scar detection, and it was recommended that it be performed in every child together with VCUG after UTI (72). Later on, it was almost completely substituted by DMSA, and is nowadays recognized as an obsolete method for this purpose due to the radiation hazard and side effects caused by the contrast medium. At the same time, the role of VUR as a predisposing factor for renal scarring has been questioned by many pediatric nephrologists. It was therefore suggested that VUR should be looked for (mostly using VCUG) only in those cases where renal scars had been confirmed by DMSA. The latter is recognized as the most sensitive method for renal scar detection (73-75), but it unfortunately involves a relatively high radiation load for the patient and can only be performed in nuclear medicine departments. However, even when following this protocol, which differs significantly from the one described above, a less invasive and user friendly approach can be achieved. There are reports confirming that US, a harmless and widely available method, can be used as a safe and efficient substitute for DMSA in the detection and follow-up of children with renal scars (76, 77). These papers are based on the assumption that although US is less sensitive than DMSA in detecting renal scars, it might well be the other way around, namely, that DMSA is too sensitive and detects scars that are too small to be clinically significant, while
Detection of VUR through its consequences (renal scarring)


Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of chronological development techniques for vesicoureteric reflux detection through its consequences (renal scarring).
US is sensitive enough to detect clinically significant scars. This assumption was proved by stratifying DMSA results according to the extent of renal scarring, and correlating them to clinical parameters suggestive of renal impairment in our latest studies (76, 77). Furthermore, when one follows this protocol, which suggests VCUG only in those children with proven scars, we believe there is enough evidence supporting the statement that the sensitivity and specificity of VUS is high enough for it to replace VCUG (52, 56). In other words, DMSA could be replaced by US and VCUG by VUS, while the role of new, catheter-free US techniques for VUR detection, as already described, has yet to be validated.

11. Conclusions

Urinary tract infections (UTI) are common and still an important clinical problem in children. Most UTIs beyond the newborn period are the result of ascending infection, while only a minority of them result from bacteremia. Bacterial–host interactions are major factors in the pathogenesis of UTI. Children with UTI can present with various symptoms and signs that may be very nonspecific, especially in infants and young children, depending largely on the site of infection (lower or upper urinary tract) and the age of the child. Prompt recognition and treatment of UTI are important factors in the prevention of renal scarring. The gold standard method of proving UTI is a positive urine culture of a properly obtained urine sample. Antibiotics are given as a specific treatment, while fluids and antipyretics are given as a supportive treatment. Children with UTI should be investigated after their first UTI for possible urinary tract anomalies. The extent of investigations depends largely on the age of the child, his/her micturation habits and history of possible voiding dysfunction. In recent decades, a significant change in the management of children after UTI has occurred. There is no data to support the assertion that all children after UTI require investigation; however, there is also no convincing data to support the assertion that they do not. Until this dilemma is solved, we believe that all children after UTI still deserve investigation, where, in a growing number of cases, ultrasonography (US) and investigations using US techniques appear to be sufficient.
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Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are among the most common bacterial infections worldwide, and they are also the leading cause of hospital-acquired infections. Therefore, the appropriate management of UTIs is a major medical and financial issue. This book covers different clinical manifestations of UTI, with special emphasis on some hard-to-treat diseases, and special conditions in respect of treatment; antibiotic resistance and the available alternative strategies for the prevention and treatment of UTIs and it deals with urinary tract infections in children. The aim of this book is to give a summary about the different aspects of the diagnosis, management and prevention of urinary tract infections for all medical disciplines.
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